Background Suppression and its Relation to Foreground Processing of Speech Versus Non-speech Streams.
Since sound perception takes place against a background with a certain amount of noise, both speech and non-speech processing involve extraction of target signals and suppression of background noise. Previous works on early processing of speech phonemes largely neglected how background noise is encoded and suppressed. This study aimed to fill in this gap. We adopted an oddball paradigm where speech (vowels) or non-speech stimuli (complex tones) were presented with or without a background of amplitude-modulated noise and analyzed cortical responses related to foreground stimulus processing, including mismatch negativity (MMN), N2b, and P300, as well as neural representations of the background noise, that is, auditory steady-state response (ASSR). We found that speech deviants elicited later and weaker MMN, later N2b, and later P300 than non-speech ones, but N2b and P300 had similar strength, suggesting more complex processing of certain acoustic features in speech. Only for vowels, background noise enhanced N2b strength relative to silence, suggesting an attention-related speech-specific process to improve perception of foreground targets. In addition, noise suppression in speech contexts, quantified by ASSR amplitude reduction after stimulus onset, was lateralized towards the left hemisphere. The left-lateralized suppression following N2b was associated with the N2b enhancement in noise for speech, indicating that foreground processing may interact with background suppression, particularly during speech processing. Together, our findings indicate that the differences between perception of speech and non-speech sounds involve not only the processing of target information in the foreground but also the suppression of irrelevant aspects in the background.